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Travelers returning from holiday weekend
have few delays
Trips shorter than expected at Logan
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A US Airways check-in area was empty at Logan International Airport in Boston. Around noon, the airlines’ arrivals board
listed 10 of 14 flights arriving about 20 minutes earlier than scheduled. Later passengers had different luck as fog during
the airport’s afternoon rush caused some headaches.

Travelers headed to the Boston area yesterday after the Thanksgiving break - one of the nation’s busiest

travel periods of the year - expected heavy delays, but major snags were few and far between.

Early yesterday, most passengers arriving at Logan International Airport said they had an unexpectedly

smooth return. Late-afternoon fog limited visibility at Boston’s coastal airport, and flights were

experiencing average setbacks of about 77 minutes as of 5 p.m., Massport spokesman Richard Walsh said.

But he said he did not expect passengers to be stranded.

Massachusetts roadways became increasingly busy as yesterday wore on.

“That comes as no surprise,’’ said Mary Maguire,

Massachusetts spokeswoman of AAA Southern New

England. “It was a beautiful weekend weatherwise. A lot of
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people probably postponed returning until they had had the

full weekend.’’

Nationwide and across all modes of transportation, around

42.5 million people, including between 1.5 million and 1.8

million in New England, are projected to have traveled for

this year’s Thanksgiving holiday, she said. Both the national

and regional figures represent a travel increase of about 4

percent from last year’s turkey day, Maguire said.

Among the major holiday periods for which AAA predicts travel figures annually, Thanksgiving was the

first in 2011 expected to see a “significant increase’’ in travel compared to last year.

At a busy South Station, some people waited for commuter rail and Amtrak trains to depart from Boston,

while others dashed to and from trains and buses.

Trains leaving between 4 and 8:30 p.m. with destinations that included Washington, D.C., Providence, and

Plymouth were listed as “on time’’ on an information board.

“Everything is going smoothly,’’ said Emily Lanois, 20, of Hamilton, as she waited for a train back to New

York. “My travel experiences usually run well, and this hasn’t been the exception.’’

Around 90 percent of Thanksgiving-time travelers journey by car each year. Maguire attributed this year’s

increased traffic to a recent dip in fuel costs.

Last week’s average gas price in Massachusetts was $3.33 per gallon, around 40 cents above the cost of gas

this time a year ago, but about 60 cents below the price of about $4 per gallon that gas peaked at about

seven months ago, she said.

“When people feel like they’re getting a little bit of a break at the pump, they’re more likely to travel,’’

Maguire said.

Among Bay State roadways, the Massachusetts Turnpike had seen the heaviest backups as of yesterday

afternoon, state Transportation Department spokeswoman Sara Lavoie said.

Heavy afternoon and evening traffic was reported in both directions on the turnpike between Charlton and

Westfield and from the New York border to Chicopee, she said.

“The Mass Pike is really the travel story for today; no other significant volume or incidents on other

roadways to report,’’ Lavoie said by e-mail yesterday.
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An accident on Interstate 495 northbound near where that highway links to the Pike caused lane closures

and some backups yesterday afternoon.

Otherwise, as far as accidents go, “it’s pretty quiet right now,’’ Trooper Todd Nolan said as of 5 p.m.

At Logan yesterday around noon, on a US Airways arrivals board, 10 of 14 flights were listed to arrive about

20 minutes earlier than scheduled.

“Everything looks pretty calm, it looks good,’’ said Jennifer Piscopo, 31, of North Carolina, who traveled to

Cape Cod to visit family during Thanksgiving. “There aren’t even lines to get through security.’’

Nina Fleischer, 20, who was returning from California, said she had a similarly smooth trip home on

United Airlines.

“The flight was actually about 10 minutes early coming back,’’ she said. “It seems like airports were

prepared for heavy traffic.’’

Some evening commuters had different luck as fog during the airport’s afternoon rush caused some

headaches.

Morgan Stewart, 18, experienced delays yesterday evening while flying from Virginia to Boston, where she

attends college.

“I hate delays, you just want to get on the plane and get home,’’ she said. “Everyone kept telling me my

flight would be delayed so I expected it. If it was longer than they said I would have been upset.’’

Walsh said this year’s Thanksgiving-time traffic through Logan was expected to be slightly more than a

year ago. Between the Friday before Thanksgiving and tomorrow, around 800,000 passengers are expected

to have journeyed through the airport.

“This is New England. [The weather] is something we just have to deal with,’’ Walsh said. “The airlines are

going to do everything they can to get these passengers out.’’

Matt Rocheleau can be reached at mjrochele@gmail.com. Miriam Valverde can be reached at

mvalverde@globe.com.
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